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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on designing of path-checking protocols to
verify the valid paths in supply chains. By inputting a valid path, the reader at
the check point is able to verify whether the tags have passed through the valid
path or not. we propose a path-checking solution based on sequential aggregate
message authentication codes. For security and privacy considerations, we add
mutual authentication into path-checking protocols. In order to save resources, we
use SQUASH as message authentication codes which is considered to be suited
for RFID systems. Finally, we do some security and privacy analysis.
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1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology represents a fundamental change in
the information technology infrastructure. It is a non-contact, automatic identification
technology that uses radio signals to identify, track, sort and detect a variety of objects
including people, vehicles, goods and assets without the need for direct contact.

To track and trace RFID-based products in supply chains recently has seen growing
interests from both academic research and industrial practices. The tags are attached
to some products and go through a special path in a supply chain. The path consists
of a list of steps. Typically, we need to guarantee that the products pass through the
right path as it was supposed to for quality assurance. The path-checking process can
be described as follows. At the beginning, the issuer(I) do preparations for tags, while
attaching a tag Ti to a product. Ti then pass through a series of steps and will be marked
at each one of readers. In the end, the checker will interact with the tags being able to
verify whether, according to some data stored in the tags, they go through the valid path.
The goal of an adversary in such a scheme is to either produce a phony tag or make a
genuine tag which followed a different path that passes the verification of the checking
reader. Meanwhile, an adversary should not be able to trace and recognize tags during
the flow steps in the supply chain.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the related
work concerning RFID privacy and path-checking issues in RFID systems. Section 3
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describes informally the proposed scheme in supply chain. Sections 4 demonstrates
security and privacy analysis. And finally, section 5 concludes.

2 Related Work

2.1 RFID Privacy

RFID privacy is one of the areas which are most discussed in recent years. Without
lose of generality, there are two notions of privacy in RFID system: the first one is
commonly known as tag anonymity. That is, an adversary A should not be able to
disclose the identity of tags he reads from or writes into. The second notion is called
untraceability: an adversary A should not be able to trace or track the person(product)
attached with tags by a fake reader. There is a special untraceability named forward
untraceability (also known as forward privacy), that is, an adversary capturing the tags
secret information cannot correlate the tag with its responses before the last complete
protocol run with a valid reader [1].

A great number of privacy-preserving RFID protocols have been proposed in the lit-
erature, Juels offers a survey of much of this work in [2]. Tag anonymity corresponds
to anonymization protocol, one trivial approach is proposed by Sarma named hash-
lock[3], using meta-ID instead of real ID. Later, Weis [4]improved hash-lock to ran-
domized hash-lock identification scheme. Untraceability implies that the tag response
differently upon receiving the same request. The approach to reach untraceability is ei-
ther based on the psedudorandom numbers or the random noise. Most existing protocols
are based on the former primitive, while the HB family protocols [5–7] are based on the
latter named LPN(Parity with Noise) problem. The Ohkubo-Suzuki-Kinoshita protocol
(OSK) [8] made forward privacy possible, the scheme relies on the use of two one-way
hash functions. Variants of the OSK scheme proposed in [9], making it resistant to re-
play attacks. An further improvement to the OSK [10] was proposed by Berbain using
a pseudorandom number generator and a universal family of hash functions, moreover,
they provided a provable secure proof under standard model. Recently, Ma [11] gave a
simpler one of [10] using tags only equipped with pseududorandom generator.

2.2 Path-Checking Scheme

The first RFID path-checking scheme in supply chain was introduced by Ouafi, the
process consists of three sequential phases: namely initialization phase, update phase,
and verification phase. In initialization phase, readers in the supply chain and tags are
initialized with some security parameters. When the tag starts to pass through readers
in supply chain, the tag will come to update phase being written into some path infor-
mation. When the tag is passing by the reader vi, the path information in the tag will
refresh to si. Suppose the path that the tag has passed is ν = {v0, ..., vn}, so sn is the
last status of the tag. At last, the tag enters into verification phase checking whether the
tag passed through a valid path, it is determined by whether s′l equals sn, s′l is the valid
path status previously stored in the checker. Assume ν′ = {v′0, ..., v′l} is the valid path,
s′l can be computed as follows:
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In NDSS 2011, Blass [12] proposed another protocol named TRACKER for the purpose
of object genuineness verification. The process of the TRACKER can be described as
follows. At the beginning, the tag is assigned with the state value S0, when the tag
passes by readeri in the supply chain, readeri update the value Si−1 into Si by Fi,
Si = Fi(S

i−1). At last, by inputting the the current state Sn, the checker will output a
valid path (v0...vl) if the tag passes the verification, otherwise output 0 which implies
the tag fails to pass the verification. TRACKER’s main idea is to encode valid paths in
a supply chain with polynomials, the great advantage of TRACKER is that it does not
require any computational complexity on the tag, only 80 bytes of storage.

Both Ouafi’s and Blass’s protocols suffer from impersonate attacks, their approaches
do not provide authentication for the reader and the tag. An adversary can write anything
he wants to the tag in order to break the path-checking scheme. As for path coding,
Ouafi’s construction uses two hash functions which can be further reduced, moreover,
it did not give security proof. Blass’s path encoding was based on polynomials, whether
the path encoding polynomials are unforgeable or not have not been fully proved. For
the reasons above, we put forward our proposal.

2.3 Sequential Aggregate Message Authentication Codes

Aggregate message authentication codes(MACs) was proposed by Katz et al. [13] al-
low the aggregation of multiple MACs on messages, which was generated by distinct
senders, such that the size of the aggregates was the same as a single MAC. They
proved that if the underlying MAC scheme is existentially unforgeable under an adap-
tive chosen-message attack and is deterministic, then the aggregate message authentica-
tion code generated by computing the XOR of every individual MAC values is secure.
These MACs are especially suited for resource-constrained devices as RFID tags. As a
result, verification of an aggregated tag can be carried out by any verifier that shares all
secret keys with the participating senders.

In an aggregate MAC scheme, the aggregation can be performed by same parties in
different order. In contrast, in a sequential aggregate MAC schemes, each sender gets
as additional input an aggregate-so-far σ′ and transforms that tag into a new aggregate
σ which includes the authentication of a message of his choice.

3 Proposed Scheme

The main purpose of our scheme is to combine authentication and path recording prim-
itive to solve path-checking issues in the RFID based supply chain. Our authentication
protocol is based on Ma’s proposal [11] using only pseudorandom number generator
as its cryptographic primitive, we extend the protocol from one way tag authentication
protocol to mutual authentication protocol. Taking into account that not only the tag
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but also the reader constraints in resources, we use SQUASH[14] algorithm as MAC
in the reader, which is regarded as more efficient and memory-saving than most of the
existing MAC primitive. The idea of sequential aggregate MAC is based on Eikemeier’s
scheme [15].

3.1 Pseudorandom Number Generators

A pseudorandom generator is a deterministic algorithm that receives a short truly ran-
dom seed and stretches it into a long string that is pseudorandom. Stated differently, a
pseudorandom generator uses a small amount of true randomness in order to generate a
large amount of pseudorandom.

Let g : {0, 1}κ → {0, 1}2κ and g = (g1, g2). g1 and g2 respectively map the input
of g to the first n output bits of g and the last n output bits of g. We take g as the
pseudorandom generator in the tag.

3.2 SQUASH Algorithm

In 2008, Adi Shamir [14] presented SQUASH algorithm, a message authentication code
which is based on the one-way function c = m2 mod n coming from the Rabin cryp-
tosystem, performs very well on benchmarks. Moreover, it offers some kind of provable
security based on the hardness of factoring large integers. To make it secure, the binary
length of n must be at least 1000 bits long and is recommended to use Mersenne num-
bers or the more general Cunningham project numbers whose factorization remains
unexplored till now. In our scheme, we use the SQUASH as a MAC algorithm for
recording path information.

3.3 Description of the Our Scheme

Each tag has two variants S and P , S stands for the state of the tag, P stands for the
path information written by readers in the supply chain. P is initialized to IV by the
issuer. S and P change when passing through readers in the supply chain. For better
understanding of our scheme, we use the following definitions:

– a supply chain G = (V,E) consisting of vertices V and edges E.
– pseudorandom number generator g : {0, 1}κ → {0, 1}2κ
– a set T of different tags
– a set S1 of possible states for the tags
– a set S2 of possible path information stored in the tags
– a set K of possible keys stored in reader
– a set R of possible random numbers generated by the readers
– a set of ν valid paths
– issuer I and checker C, issuer I is represented in G by the only vertex without

incoming edges v0, C is a checkpoint, which will check for tag Ti’s path validity.
– A valid path Pvalidi is a special path which C will eventually check products for.

There may be up to ν multiple different valid paths {Pvalid0 , ..., Pvalidl
}in a sup-

ply chain. A valid path Pvalidi={v0, ..., vl}, v0 represents issuer I, vl represents a
checkpoint.
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– a database DB behind each reader to store tuples (S,IV ) of each tag, S stands for
the current state of the tag, IV stands for the initial path information stored in the
tag

– a MAC function using SQUASH algorithm in the reader.
– a function CHECK : S2 × ν × Rl → {0, 1}, assume νi = {v0, ..., vl}, {v0,...,vl}

represent different readers in set νi, the keys of which can be denoted as {K0,...,Kl}
respectively, Rl represents random numbers generated by {v1,...,vl}. The CHECK
function determine that the tag has passed the path νi or not.

We divide the process of our theme into three basic phases as follows:

Initialization Phase. The issuer writes the initial state S and path informationP0 = IV
to each tag, and store the tuples (S, IV )for each tag in a database, S and IV are random
numbers, different tags have different values of S and IV .

Authentication and Update Phase. This phase consists of two different parts, an au-
thentication protocol A1 and a path computing method A2. A1 can be described as
follows, every tag has its unique initial state S, the pseudorandom number generator g
can be denoted as g(S) = (g1(S), g2(S)) for the input of S, we use a secret k to denote
the second part of g(S), i.e. g2(S). Upon receiving a challenge ri from readeri, the tag
derives two values, a new secret k = g2(S) and a new state S = g1(S). Then, the tag
authenticates to the reader by replying c1 = g1(ri⊕ k), c2 = k⊕Pi−1. Pi−1 stands for
the path information stored in the tag before encountering readeri. readeri verifies the
answer of the tag by searching its DB: for each tag in the system, the reader fetches the
last known state S

′
, for j = 1 to ω, computes c

′
1 = g1(ri⊕gj2(S

′
)), ω is used for solving

asynchronous issues between the tag and the reader. If c1 = c
′
1, then the tag passes the

authentication and the reader update the DB of S
′

to gj1(S
′
), let k

′
= gj2(S

′
), the reader

computes Pi−1 by c2 ⊕ k
′
. In response, the reader computes new path information Pi

and returns to the tag g2(ri ⊕ k
′
) and k

′ ⊕ ri ⊕ Pi. Upon receiving the messages from
the reader, the tag do the judgement that whether g2(ri ⊕ k) = g2(ri ⊕ k

′
), if true, the

reader will pass the authentication and the tag store the random number ri and updates
the path information from Pi−1 to Pi, otherwise the tag does not do the updating.

A2 mainly contains the computing primitive of path information. Assume νi= {v0 ,
. . . , vl} is the path that the tag passed by, The corresponding l + 1 keys of the readers
are {K0,...,Kl}. Pi represents path information written by a reader in νi, idi represents
id of the reader vi, and ri represents the random numbers generated by vi. In this paper,
we are considering sequential MACs based on Eikemeier’s scheme[15] to encode path
information, {P0,...,Pl} can be computed as follows:

P0 = IV

Pi = idi ‖ MAC(Ki, ri ‖ Pi−1)

......

Pl = idl ‖ MAC(Kl, rl ‖ Pl−1)

MAC is a function using SQUASH algorithm computed by the reader. Fig.1 illustrates
the authentication and update phase interacting with reader vi.
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Verification Phase. The checker executes the CHECK function to ensure that the tag
has passed through the valid path. The checker first read random numbers stored in the
tag, then verify the path informationPl as Algorithm 1. Assume that the valid path input
is νvalidi = {v′0, ..., v′l}, the corresponding l′ + 1 keys and identities of the readers are
{K ′

0,...,K ′
l} and {id′0,...,id′l}. The the initial and the last path information stored in the

tag is IV and Pl respectively. The CHECK function can be described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1. The CHECK function

P0=IV
for i = 1 to l′ do

P ′
i = id′i ‖ MAC(K′

i, ri ‖ P ′
i−1);

end for
if P ′

l == Pl then
output 1

else
output 0

end if

S 

g=(g1,g2) 

gi
1(S) 

g1(gi
1(S)) || g2(gi

1(S))  

ri 

g=(g1,g2) 

g1(ri k),k Pi-1 

k 

Reader 
Ki 

 

g2(ri k’), k’  ri  Pi 

P0= IV 

Fig. 1. Authentication and update phase in our scheme

4 Scheme Analysis

4.1 Security Analysis

The main security threat comes from two different aspects, one is that an adversary
creates a fake tag passing the authentication of the legitimate reader. The success prob-
ability of this attack has been proved to be upper-bounded by negligible probability ε in
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Ma’s paper. Another threat is that an adversary forges a tag’s valid path information to
deceive the checker in the supply chain. State differently, we have to achieve the goal
that if the verification of tag Ti’s path information PTi by CHECK function returns 1,
then Ti must have gone through the valid path Pv in the supply chain.

From Eikemeier’s work, we know that, assuming t be the number of parties and Q
denote the number of aggregation queries, each of L parties at most, the probability that
an adversary breaks the our sequential aggregate MAC scheme is bounded by 3t(Q +
1)2L2ε, ε stands for the probability of breaking the underlying MAC. Since SQUASH
algorithm remains unexplored, the security of our construction is guaranteed.

4.2 Performance and Privacy

– Hardware Performance. Note that only a PRNG is used in the tag, according to
[11], it is required to an overall gate count of less than 2000 gate equivalents (GE)
for hardware implementations of PRNG. From the Serge’s thesis [16], SQUASH
requires less than 3000 GE. Thereby, both PRNG and SQUASH are suited for con-
strained resources RFID system.

– Anonymity. Tag anonymity means that an adversary is not able to get the real
identity of the tag by eavesdropping the communications between the reader and
the tag. In our scheme, the real identity of the tag is not used in the process of the
communications, so it is an anonymous scheme.

– Untraceability. To ensure untraceability of RFID tags, we refreshes the state S of
the tag at each authentication exchange, then k = g2(S) changes accordingly, as a
result, either c1 = g1(ri ⊕ k) or c2 = k ⊕ Pi−1 is different when facing the same
challenge, so as to achieve untraceability. Forward untraceability requires that even
if the adversary reveals the internal state of a tag Ti at time t, the adversary cannot
tell if a transaction at time t

′
< t involves the tag Ti. To guarantee this privacy

property, we update the secret k of the tag at each conversation. From the time t of
secret k can not infer the secret k

′
at time t′, if t

′
< t and t and t

′
are not at the

same conversation. It is guaranteed by the security attribute of PNRG.
– Path privacy. Another privacy problem we have to consider is path privacy which

exists in path-checking protocol only. It means that the adversary can not get the
concrete path from path information stored in the tag during the flow in supply
chain. In order to achieve path privacy, first, only authenticated reader have the
capability to get the path information. In addition, we use sequential aggregate
MACs to store path information, that is to say, path privacy of the tag depends on
the security of sequential aggregate MACs which can not be computed by adversary
without the keys of the readers.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving solution to solve path-checking problems
in RFID-based supply chain. The main idea is to combine authentication and path-
checking together. We extend Ma’s protocol and take sequential aggregate MACs as
path-checking primitive. From the security and privacy analysis we can see that the pro-
posed solution achieve the purpose of privacy-preserving and effective path-checking.
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